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ABSTRACT
Internet Based Manufacturing Database
by
Shashidhar Iddamsetty

Dr Zhiyong Wang, Examination Committee Chair
Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas

This thesis presents the concept of using distributive databases and World Wide
Web as a tool for deploying the Internet based Manufacturing database for insert
selection. The rapid phase o f development of Internet and its wide usage in the areas of
business and Engineering has opened a wide spectrum for the areas o f research. This tool
is useful in the selection o f the cutting inserts for the various machining processes based
on the conditions, which a user provides.
The Internet based System for Inserts and Parameter selection (ISIPS) has two
research databases connected to the Internet, which provides the user with the required
machining parameters for Turning or Milling operations. The recommendations provided
by this system consist o f the insert types along with the dimensions and the machining
parameters feed and speed o f cutting. This system has been successfully deployed at
University of Nevada, Las Vegas and it can be accessed from the Internet at
http://webcutting.nscee.edu.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Manufacturing Processes

Manufacturing is an industrial activity that changes the form o f raw materials to
create desired end products. The word derives from two Latin roots meaning, '"hand' and
"m ake". To be profitable, an enterprise establishes and nurtures a manufacturing system
that facilitates the flow o f information to coordinate inputs, processes and outputs [I].
Since the first use of machine tools there has been a gradual, but steady, trend
towards making machines more efficient by combining operations and by transferring
more skill to the machine, thus reducing the manual labor. To meet these needs, machine
tools have become complex, both in design and in control. Automatic features have been
built into many machines, and some are completely automatic. This technical
development has made it possible for industry to attain a high production rate with the
accompanying low labor cost, which is an essential development for any society wishing
to enjoy high living standards [2].
Manufacturing requires tools and machines that can produce economically as well
as accurately. Economy depends to a large extent on the proper selection o f the machine
or processes that will give a satisfactory finished product. The selection is influenced, in
turn, by the quantity o f items to be produced.
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In manufacturing environment that is perhaps changing more rapidly now than
during the Industrial Revolution, competing successfully has made it necessary for the
manufacturers to provide customers with shorter times between order and delivery and
between product conceptualization and realization. Greater product customization, and
higher product quality and performance are thus achieved [3].
With the development o f technology, the research has been shifted towards
remote controlling of manufacturing processes. The technology is advancing in highly
collaborative design in a manufacturing environment. The engineering tools are used in
highly reliable communications system for enabling distributed procedures in concurrent
engineering design, remote operation of manufacturing processes, and operation of
distributed production system [4].
Recent advances in Information Technology have created an ideal environment to
experiment on the development o f Internet based manufacturing systems capable of
aiding the selection of metal cutters and machining parameters online [5].

1.2

Information technology and manufacturing

Information technology plays an indispensable role in supporting and enabling the
complex practices of design and manufacturing by providing the mechanism to facilitate
and manage the integrated system [6].
An enormous amount of information is generated and used during the design,
manufacture, and use o f a product to satisfy customer needs. Thus it is reasonable to
suppose that the use of Information Technology can enable substantial improvements in
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the operation, organization, and effectiveness o f information-intensive manufacturing
processes and activities, largely by facilitating their integration [3].
Information technology can provide the tools to help enterprises achieve goals
widely regarded as critical to the future of manufacturing, including
•

Rapid shifts in production from one product to another

•

Faster implementation o f new concepts in products

•

Faster delivery o f products to customers

•

More intimate and detailed interactions with customers

•

Fuller utilization o f capital and human resources;

•

Streamlining o f operations to focus on essential business needs

•

Elimination o f unnecessary, redundant or wasteful activities
Information technology has a major role in the manufacturing environment o f the

future The information-intensive nature of manufacturing across all component activities
will place ever-higher premiums on the faster, more accurate, and more useful
presentation and analysis o f the information streams associated with these activities.
.More and more timely, information will be needed for decisions on the shop floor and in
executive suites alike; can improve product quality and manufacturing flexibility; greater
integration among design, production, and marketing will lead to a greater need to share
information [3].

1.3

Computer Integrated Manufacturing

The impact o f Computer Integrated manufacturing has begun shifting from the
traditional "factory integration" philosophy to a "virtual factory"
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management

philosophy. The technological advances for achieving this highly collaborative design
and

manufacturing

environment

in

engineering

tools

and

a

highly

reliable

communications system for enabling distributed procedures in concurrent engineering
design, remote operation o f manufacturing processes, and operation of distributed
production system [4],
The Figure 1.1 shows a simplified model o f an industrial enterprise and its main
functional units. The main operations in Computer Integrated Manufacturing starts at
product planning, where methodologies for finding and conceiving future oriented
products, they extend to development/design usually by Computer Aided Design (CAD)
and manufacturing process planning also called as Computer Aided Planning (CAP). It
concludes with control o f automated manufacturing systems called Computer Aided
Manufacturing (CAM), in particularly with concepts o f new automation strategies. This
process chain is commonly described by the term CAD/CAM
The actual working model of the concept shown in the Computer Integrated
Manufacturing system is different. The systematic flow o f information from one process
to another helps in movlilizing the required resources in a systematic manner and
optimization of the processes can be achieved. Apart from the functional view of an
industrial enterprise, consideration o f process related aspects o f industrial manufacturing
are quite important. As shown in Figure 1.2 three main business process types support the
main manufacturing process. This type o f setup ensures uninterrupted flow of the
manufactured product into the market. In cooperation with industrial partners such
processes are identified, structured and optimized. As the last step in the chain.
Information Technology (IT) is used to support the process model.
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Apart from the functional view of an industrial enterprise, consideration of
process related aspects of industrial manufacturing are quite important. As shown in
Figure 1.2 three main business process types support the main manufacturing process.
This type o f setup ensures uninterrupted flow of the manufactured product into the
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market. In cooperation with industrial partners such processes are identified, structured
and optimized.
Wang and Rajurkar [8] have presented concepts o f a new system for
manufacturing, called Internet-based Network System (INS) to reduce the cost and time
from initial design to customer ready products. Figure 1.3 illustrates the structure o f an
INS in detail.
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Figure 1.3 . Internet-Based Network System.
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In this system, CAD, CAPP (computer-aided process planning) and CAM
software for the products are built and loaded on some o f the distributed servers, which
are accessible and executable, by remote users anywhere on the Internet. A user can first
use the CAD system to design the product, then calls the CAPP system, which may be
available on a different server, for process planning and route sheet preparation.

Part

Family system, which is a collection o f parts that are similar either in geometric shape,
size or in processing steps required for their manufacture, can also be called during the
CAD and CAPP processes.
Finally, the files generated by CAD and CAPP systems are transferred to the
CAM system at an appropriate location where actual manufacturing takes place through
the local CNC monitoring and control center.

There are also two databases in INS.

Common Database (CS) contains information about commonly used work and tool
materials with their properties, static and dynamic performances o f machine tools, jigs
and fixtures etc., needed for the CAPP

Research Database (RB), on the other hand, has

standard models for calculating parameters like cutting forces, torque, heat generation,
deformation layer etc. for the engineering analysis of the design. With the use of the two
databases, the time-consuming new product design period, planning period, and even the
research period will be reduced to minimum.

1.4

Purpose of Research

The range of engineering materials being used in manufacturing various
components has increased greatly during the years and so has the variety of cutting tools
being used in these processes. Even as the demands placed upon the metal machining
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industry has broadened the knowledge and the selection criteria o f the metal cutters, and
the cuning parameters has always been a tedious process requiring professional
experience. This has made it important for the cutting tool manufacturers to provide
complete technical support for their products. Recent advances in Information
Technology have created an ideal environment to experiment on the development of
Internet based manufacturing systems capable of aiding the selection of the metal cutters
and the machining parameters online [9].
The ongoing research in these areas is focused for achieving rapid response to
customer needs and high product variety, which are proved to be important factors for
ensuring success in the market place [10]. Network and Internet technology opened up
another domain for building future CAD/CAM environments. The environment will be
global, network-centric, and spatially distributed [11].
The objective o f this research is to develop an Internet-based system for Insert
and Parameter Selection (ISIPS) for turning and milling operations.

The system

developed is a part of the CAPP module of the INS system as shown in the Figure 1.3. In
the manufacturing process if an operation requires the use of milling or turning operation
then the C.APP system can call ISIPS through the Internet to get the most appropriate tool
along with the best machining parameters for the required machining process. Moreover,
ISIPS assists remote users, especially those small and medium-sized companies in
selection process of their cutting tools, clamping systems, cutting conditions, and
selection o f insert geometry and grade right on the Internet. The ISIPS can be accessed
directly via World Wide Web at http://webcutting.nscee.edu. With the assistance o f the
system, a company which lacks highly qualified manufacturing engineers can still
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quickly design and select the best turning system, cutting inserts and parameters for their
machining operations.

1.5

Thesis Organization

Chapter 2 presents criteria’s which affect the selection o f inserts. It discusses the
important factors, which influence the selection, and also discusses the procedures
involved in manual selection o f the inserts. This is followed by a survey o f the
technologies available today for the selection of inserts. It discusses commercial
softwares available in the market.
Chapter 3 explains the client server technology and its capabilities in detail It
provides with the role of each of these technologies in the development of the system.
This chapter also discusses about the hardware and software components used in the
development o f the system.
Chapter 4 describes the Internet based manufacturing database system by looking
into the concepts o f technologies used for the development o f the system. It deals with
the architecture of the system and describes the model used for the development o f the
Turning and Milling database system. This chapter looks closer on the development of
the databases, which are used for the development of the turning, and milling module of
the Internet based system.
Chapter 5 explains the step-by-step procedure for the usage of the system by
walking through the modules o f turning and milling by taking an example. The various
web pages obtained while using these modules are explained in this chapter.
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Chapter 6 looks at the advantages o f using this system and the recommendations
for further work are discussed.
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CHAPTER 2
INSERT SELECTION

2.1 Introduction

A machine is a device to transmit and modify force and motion to some desired
kind of work [1]. Machine tool is a mechanism for applying force and motion to a cutting
instrument called a tool. Machining is a mechanical removal method of unwanted
material in mass-reducing processes by a rigid cutting tool so that desired geometry
tolerances and surface finish is obtained. Most of the cutting or machining processes are
based on a two-dimensional surface creation, which means that two relative motions are
necessary between the cutting tool and work material. These motions are defined as the
primary motion, which mainly determine the cutting speed, and the feed motion, which
provides the cutting zone with new material.
The manufacturing process is the primary basis for the factory requirements.
When an economical machining operation is to be established, the interaction among the
geometry, the material, and the process must be achieved. It is not sufficient to choose a
material for a product that merely fulfils the required functional properties; the suitability
of the material for a particular process must also be considered. It is essential that the
process should

be thoroughly understood for ease o f material

handling and

manufacturability. For instance, it may be possible to combine operations to modify the

12
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process to suit some existing equipment, or to alter the sequences so that a common line
can be set up for multiple products.
The selection of machining inserts is the final goal before starting any machining
operation on a material. The selection criterion depends on many factors, which have to
be considered before the final decision o f the insert selection is made. In the early days
technical books were referred at every stage o f the manufacturing process to make a
decision on the next step to be carried. Now with the demand for machining new types of
materials increasing and the advent of newer materials it has become difficult to keep
track of all the machining details to be considered before manufacturing. The data books
have to be updated with the new parameters every now and then. This has proven the
selection of the inserts to be very tedious.

2.2 Factors involved in Manufacturing
Manufacturing is one o f the most important processes in any product producing
company The selection o f the right systems for manufacturing is directly related to the
profits of a company. Thus the factors, which influence any manufacturing process,
should be carefully considered. The general and most important factors involved are;

2.2.1 Machine tool
Machines were devised to apply power to metal cutting and cut with consistent
precision. A Machine tool provides as the base for the manufacturing process as it holds
the most important component in manufacturing the cutting tool. As the cutting tool is
involved with a lot of cutting forces when it is under a machining operations the
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important factors involved in the machine tool selection are its rigidity, drives,
installation and maintenance.
The effect o f machine tool rigidity on surface texture is particularly apparent in
the waviness and roughness o f surface produced. The machine tool must rigidly support
the workpiece and cutting tool in relation to each other. The machine tool drive must be
sufficient to maintain set cutting speed and feed, otherwise waviness may be introduced
into the surface texture. Proper installation o f machine tools is required to minimize
problems in producing consistent surface texture.

2.2.2

Workpiece considerations

Workpiece material composition, metallurgical structure, physical properties,
inclusions in the material, and workpiece design all affect the machining results.
Workpiece material is selected based on a wide variety o f considerations, which may
affect part performance.
Variations in the composition of the workpiece material require changes in
tooling to produce consistent parts. Extensive data has been accumulated relative to the
composition, metallurgical structure, and physical properties o f materials as these affect
machining characteristics.
Workpiece hardness plays an important role in machining operations. For
example very low hardness and high ductility require the use of increased rake and relief
angles and increases in cutting speed. As the hardness increases and begins to approach
the hardness o f the cutting tool, the abrasive action o f the chip on the tool causes tool life
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to be shortened. Hence the complexity o f the selection o f the machining parameters
increases with the change in the workpiece materials.
The word machinability has been used in many ways to describe properties of
materials when they are cut. This term signifies how much force and power are required
to remove stock from a material. It can also be termed as how long a cutting tool lasts
with one material as compared with others under standardized conditions. The easiest
way to designate how easy or hard materials are to machine is to rate them on basis of
tests with respect to a standard.

2.2.3 Cutting tool
The selection o f a Cutting tool is the most important decision making involved in
manufacturing, as this is the component that will be in direct contact with the workpiece.
Since all cutting tool operations must be confined to the surface o f the workpiece, the
shape o f any workpiece is determined by the nature of its surfaces. All cutting tools are
basically alike in that their purpose is to change the shape, finish, or size o f a piece of
material No matter what kind o f a machine it is, it accomplishes this objective by
bringing a cutting edge into a contact with the workpiece when both o f them are in
motion.
Cutting tool material plays an important role in the final surface finish o f the
workpiece. The cutting tool material selection also depends on the workpiece material, as
the former has to remove the later not vice-versa. Hardness and strength are requisites of
a cutting tool material because it must be able to penetrate other materials. Toughness is
also desirable to withstand shock. Cutting tools must work upon many kinds o f metals
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and under a variety o f conditions. No one cutting material is best for all purposes. As the
complexity of the products increases, newer materials are used for the manufacturing of
cutting tools. As newer cutting tool materials come into market the costlier has it become
to handle machining processes and its effect is directly felt on the total profits o f the
organization.
Element o f the tool/chip interface, as shown in Figure 2.1, also is an important
factor which influences machining. These parameters affect chip formation, which in turn
is highly related to surface, texture and forces being developed. The shear angle in metal
cutting operations should be as large as practical. Increasing shear angle reduces cut chip
thickness as compared to uncut chip thickness, reduces cutting forces and helps reduce
built-up edge. The cutting tool parameters like nose radius and feed rate are cutting
variables, which exhibit the greatest impact on average turning process.

Motion of Clip
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Figure 2.1 Cross-Sectional view o f a machining process
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2.3

Steps involved in the selection o f Inserts

As the cutting tool is the important parameter in the entire machining process, its
selection is crucial. The selection of the cutting tool can be classified into Cutting tool
material. Geometry' and. Cutting conditions. Removable inserts are identified and
specified according to the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) and the
International Standards Organization (ISO) systems.
classification o f indexable inserts.

Figure 2.2 illustrates the ANSI

It is how an appropriate insert is ordered from a

cutting-tool supplier.
While ordering the tool many terminologies have to be referred. As shown in the
figure the nomenclature of the tool is divided into 10 separate boxes and the value in each
box has significance. The first column tells about the shape of the tool required and its
included angle. Each shape has got several options for the included angle.

Second

column gives the details of the major cutting edge present on the tool and its clearance
angle. The third column verifies the tolerances o f the insert along with its theoretical
diameter o f the insert inscribed circles and the thickness of the insert. Fourth column tells
about the type o f insert, which deals with the geometric model, which has provisions for
the chip flow. The fifth column deals with the dimension of the inscribed circle in inches.
The sixth column gives details on the thickness o f the tool specified in inches. For
rectangular and rhomboidal inserts, width is used as reference instead o f IC. The seventh
column is used to specif)' the nose radius o f the insert. The eighth column is used for
specifically specifying the cutting edge types. The ninth column specifies the feed
direction either left or right. The last column specifies the chip breaking options that have
to be present on the tool.
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j
i ?

.A
B
C
D
F
G
H
J
K
IL
l.\l
|U
X

0.001
0 0002
0.001
0.0002
0.001
0.0005
0.001
0.0005
0.001
0.001
0.0005
0.0002
0.001
0.001
0.0005
0.0005
0.002-0.005
0.0002
0.002-0.005
0.0005
0.002-0.005
0.001
0.002-0.010 0.002-0.004
0.005-0.012 0.005-0.010
0.002-0.010 0.002-0.004

0.001
0.005
0.001
0.005
0.001
0.001
0.005
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.005
0.005
0.001

Regular polygons,
idiamonds rectanjgles & parallelI orgasm.
Number o f I 16ths
o f an inch thick,
per table below:
I

E-xample:
1.5
3 32

18
14

2.5
4
5
6

5 32
5 16
38

12

8

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Sharp comer
1 64 radius
1'32 radius
3 64 radius
11 6 radius
5 64 radius
3 32 radius
7 64 radius
1 8 radius

A Square insert with 45 ° chamfer
D Square insert with 30 ° charnier
E Square insert with 15
F Square insert with 3

chamfer
charnier

K Square insert with 30 ° double chamfer
THICKNESS
L Square insert with 15

TOLER.ANCE CL.ASS

double chamfer

M Square insert with 3 ^ double chamfer
X Truncated triangular insert

o

Pentagon 108

IH Hexagon 120
I
o
lO Octagon 135
IR Round

P Flatted comer triangle-90 °
CLTTIXG POINT COXFIGCRATIOX

SHAPE

I

\

0

0

0

[0

□

, CLE.AR.AXCES i
!X 0
|.A 3 "

^5"
IC 7 "
IP I I "
D 15“
E 20“
F 25“
G 30 “
H 0 - 11 "
J 0 - 14 “
K 0 - 17 '
L 0 - 20 “
M 11-14'

R 11-17 “
S ll-20“

H.AXD

;'

TA'PE

I!
; IX
i IR
I IF
i I.A

Without hole
Without hole with chip groove on one rake face
Without hole with chip groove on two rake faces
With hole

I!

! B With hole and one countersink (80-90 )
I!
o
I IC With hole and two countersinks (80-90 )
ii
o
I |W \\ ith hole and one countersink (40-60 )
|0 With hole and two countersinks (40-60 )
iM With hole and chip groove on one rake face
IG With hole and chip grooves on two rake faces

\

SPECl.AL CLTTIXG
POINT D E F IN m o X

IR Right
|L Left

OTHER CO.XDrnONS
.A Honed (0.0005 to less than 0.003")
B Honed (0.0003 to less than 0.005")
C Honed (0.005 to less than 0.007~)
D Honed (0 007" and over)
i Polished to 4 microinch .A.A
(rake face only)
T Chamfered -nunufacturers standard
(negative land - rake face only)
SIZE (I.e.)

H With hole, one countersink (80-90
groove on one rake face

) and chip

J With hole, tw o countersinks (80-90 “ ) and chip
I
grooves on tw o rake faces
| t With hole, one countersink (40-60 ° ) and chip
I
groove on one rake face
|u With hole, tw o countersinks (40-60
!
grooves on tw o rake faces

) and chip

Regular polygons & diamonds Number o f I 8ths o f an
mch the inscribed circle (1C) as per table below
Example:
5 32" IC 1.2
3'16"IC 1.5
7 3 2 " IC 1.8
1/4" IC 2
5/8" IC 5
1 1 4 IC 10
Rectangles & parallelograms use two digits to size
1st digit: Number o f l/8ths inch in width
2nd digit: Number o f l/4ths inch in length

Figure 2.2 Indexable inserts - ANSI insert nomenclature [12].
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Generally, the main factors to take into consideration when selecting the correct
tool and insert are shown in Table 2.1 ;

Table 2 .1 Main factors to take into consideration when selecting cutting tool [12].

Workpiece

Machine

Tool

Material

Power

Cutting data

Geometry

Rigidity

Performance

Accuracy/finish

Holding

Quality

The selection o f the right insert from the available cutting inserts to machine a
particular product requires a lot of research to be done before the start of the machining
process. Since the material on which the machining is to be done is known, its
specifications can be obtained. The type o f machining operation that is to be performed is
also pre-known. Having known some initial information, a step-by-step procedure for the
selection of the remaining parameters is beneficial for the completion o f the process.
logical step by step approach when choosing tool and cutting data is [12]:
I .Select clamping system.
2.Select toolholder.
3.Select insert geometry and grade.
4.Select insert size and nose radius.
5.Select insert grade.
6.Calculate cutting data.
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7 Optimize and trouble shoot.
Useful tool life is influenced mostly by cutting speed, followed by the feed rate
and depth o f cut. The tool life vs. speed relationship does not alone tell what the speed
should be for an operation. When the cutting speed is low, tools last a long time and tool
cost is low. At the same time metal removal is slow, and the cutting cost is high. On the
other hand, at high speed cutting cost is low, but the tool cost is high and makes the total
cost high. At some intermediate cutting speed, the total cost is at a minimum. The tool
life corresponding to this cutting speed is the economical tool life. When the depth o f cut
exceeds the feed rate, a further increase in depth o f cut has little effect on tool life. In
selecting the cutting conditions for a turning operation, the first step is to select the depth
of cut, followed by selection of the feed rate and then the cutting speed [12]. With the
known parameters we can obtain the useful machining parameters by using some
standard formulas. With the known depth o f cut and the required surface finish desired on
the workpiece, the procedure of calculating cutting data is listed below [12].
1

Select insert geometry .

2. Select insert nose radius and feed.
3

Select insert grade and cutting speed.

4, Adjusting the cutting speed to compensate for a difference in workpiece hardness
5. .Adjusting the cutting speed for longer tool life.
Once a tool inventory' is established, tools should be selected to cover the widest
range of machining conditions possible, in order to ensure maximum utilization o f cutters
and simultaneously reduce in-process idle-time. As a result o f this careful selection, a
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cenain amount o f tool rationalization will occur, enabling a few tools to machine a
variety o f turned features.

2.4

Disadvantages in manual selection

From the above section it is clearly evident that the manual selection of the insert
depending on some criterion involves a tedious and long process. The most common
disadvantage is, it is more prone to making errors while selecting from the tables. The
other disadvantages are;
1 In order to follow the standard selection procedure everything must be predefined like
the material its hardness, type of operation etc. This makes the manufacturer
restricted to only one type o f decision-making and if he wants to make some changes
in the middle he has to do the calculations again.
2

As the machining parameters are to be calculated from the specifications o f the
workpiece material, it becomes very important for the selection of the cutting tool
geometry.

3. With the standard procedure for the selection o f inserts we are able to find only a
particular combination o f the parameters, there might be some other set o f data which
might give the same required result at a much less cost which might not be known
when referring to data books.
4. As the nomenclature in the machine tool geometry are more, the selection for the
proper combination is very cumbersome.
5. If a process requires various machining operations like milling, turning, drilling etc ,
there is a lot o f time wasted searching the right combination for each process.
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6. With new materials being developed day-by-day it is very difficult to keep in track o f
its specifications and how the insert selection will be influenced.
7

The data books do not give the information for all the materials and all the cutting
tools. So it becomes more difficult to refer to a number o f books for the right
selection o f the cutting insert. This directly effects the manufacturing time and hence
the production rate.

8. When the number of machining operations on the workpiece material increases like
roughing operation, semi-finishing, finishing the operator has to select tools for each
process separately as finding a tool which can be used for all the three processes and
the machining parameters for each process will be difficult.

2.5

Cutting Inserts selection software

The selection of the inserts and cutting parameters plays an important role in the
machining and the total profits o f the organization. Every company refers to a lot of data
before they make the right selection. Owing to the importance o f cutter selection and
cutting condition design, as well as the great advance o f computer technology in past
decade, a large amount o f research and development has been reported in recent years.
.According to market and literature survey, there are at least six commercial systems [13]:
1 CoroGuide by Sandvik A B o f Sweden
2

Grade Advisor and Milling Advisor by Kannemetal Inc. o f Ohio, U.S.A.

3. COMPS by Colding International Inc. of Michigan, U.S.A.
4. CAPP/1 by Institute o f Advanced Manufacturing Science Inc. of Ohio, U.S.A.
5. EXAPT INFOS by Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft o f Aachen, Germany
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6. EMDB by National Computer Board of Singapore
CoroGuide, Grade Advisor and Milling Advisor are much like an electronic
catalogue. COMPS is very effective in cutting condition design while CAPP/1 is more
suitable for planning machining operations. EMDB and INFOS both have an inference
engine for cutter selection and cutting condition design, but they d o not support a large
number of commercial products used in the shop floor.
There are also many research systems that focus on th e methods of cutter
selection and cutting condition design. However, most of the systems developed so far
cannot be accessed by the Internet. They are stand-alone software packages. Thus, every
machine shop needs to purchase one respectively. It is also possible that the out-of-date
version may not provide the best solutions to the new-coming problems.
.An Internet-based software system can overcome the drawbacks of these software
packages. With the presence of the Internet and the World Wide W eb protocols for the
Internet use, the computer programs can be run in a client/server relationship now. This
means that a client can access a program on a remote server over the Internet,
communicate a set o f instructions to the program, execute the program, and then bring the
results of the program to the client.
An Internet-based system for insert and parameter selection for turning and
milling processes is developed at University o f Nevada. Las Vegas. Clients can easily
input the part information through the Web interface, run the software on the server end.
and download the appropriate turning insert and cutting parameter information.
following chapters will describe the system in detail.
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CH APTER 3

MODEL OF THE INTERNET BASED SYSTEM

3.1 Introduction
The development of software for the selection o f cutting inserts and for finding
the machining parameters has received a boom with the development o f computer
technology. The methodical steps involved for the selection can now be programmed and
can be used by companies for easier, faster and reliable source o f information. Many
companies have already developed software, which can be used for this purpose. The
disadvantage of these software is small companies cannot afford to buy and install them
in their system. With the rapid changes in science and technologies new metals are
coming and the traditional cutting tools can no longer be used for these machining
process and hence the software has to be updated on a regular basis. With the evolution
of Internet and it vast flexibility to transfer information to any part o f the globe has
created a new opening to provide this type o f system in cyber space.
The Internet is now an International computer network [14]. The core of the
network consists of computers permanently linked through high-speed connections [15].
The easiest way to join the Internet is to connect a computer to any o f these computers.
Once the computer is online (connected) the computer can talk to every other computer
on the Internet whether they are in the same place or on the other side of the world.

24
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Within the large context of global, on-line cyberspace, many computer networks
enable people to exchange information and communicate as shown in Figure 3.1. The
Internet refers to one system for global communications and information dissemination
[16]. It has become a popular network in on-line cyberspace because o f its many
resources and large base o f users. The Internet therefore often acts as a common ground
for communications and activity, and many on-line networks have some way for their
users to reach the Internet. The system developed has its backbone on the Internet for
transferring the information to the user depending upon his specific input requests.

Web client
Web client

Web client

Web client

Web client
y
Web client

Web client

World Wide Web

Web client

■ Web client

Web client

Web client

a ;.
D atabas e

\

Web server

Figure 3 .1 User connected to the Internet can access any Web server on the WWW by
using a Web browser. [14]
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3.2

Client Server Model

The client/serv'er technology originally applied to software architecture that
described processing between two programs; an application and a supporting service
[17]. Initially client program and server program did not have to be physically separatedthey could be calling and called programs running on the same machine. Originally the
client/server discussions were limited to interactions between one client and one server.
As computer science and the theory of programming evolved client/server computing
model represents a specific instance of distributed cooperative processing where
relationship between clients and servers is the relationship of both hardware and software
components. Figure 3.2 shows a typical client/server technology.

Client side

Server side
SQL

CGI lnpu[

Queiy

User
Interface

CGI
Programs

Database

Data

HTML

Figure 3 .2 The relationship of user interface. CGI programs and the database.

3.2.1 Client’s Role
Client nodes are typically designed to interact with end users; their functionality
and implementation can be specialized for these interactions. The major functions
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performed by a client system in a client/server environment are presentation functions
and some business logic. End-user interactions with an application are performed through
the presentation logic. The presentation logic is the layer o f architecture that, on one
hand, interacts with the business logic of the application and, on the other hand, interacts
with end users with the help o f graphic user interface (GUI).

3.2.2

Server Functions

.Architecturally a server is a logical process that provides services to requesting
processes [17]. In client/server computing, a client initiates the client/server interaction
by sending a request to its server. The functions that a server should perform are
determined in large part by the types o f requests that clients can send to the servers.
Conversely, if a server is unable to perform a function requested by a client, then this
server cannot participate in cooperative client/server interactions. Ideally, a client should
not be sending an unsupported request to such a server. The other functions o f a server
are File sharing. Communications services. Database access etc.

3 .3 Database access
In a client/server environment, application processing is divided between client
and server systems. Servers may execute some portion o f the business logic and database
logic [18]. Similar to file servers, database servers provide clients with access to data that
reside on a server. Database Management systems (DBMS) provide concurrent data
access with various levels o f locking granularity and data integrity [19]. DBMSs
eliminate data redundancy, allow for user-transparent data distribution, and even allow
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pans o f application-specific data access logic to be incorporated into DBMS itself.
Clients request access to desired data, and all necessary manipulation on the required data
is performed at the database server. Thus multiple clients can access a database
concurrently. A t}])ical database system looks as shown in Figure 3.3

Users/Programmers
D-ATABASE
SYSTEM

Application Programs/Queries

DBMS
SOFTWARE
Software to Process
Queries/Programs

Software to Access
Stored Data

Stored
Database
Definition

Stored
Database

Figure 3.3 A simplified database system environm ent.

3.4

Hardware configuration

To set up a Web server, a computer capable o f running Windows NT and having
the Internet connection is required. The main requirements for setting up a Web site on
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the Internet with Windows NT include;!.Internet connection; 2. Windows NT-compatible
hardware; 3. Windows NT server; and 4. Web server. Furthermore, to make large amounts
o f data available for browsing at the Web site, databases and a Web database interface
using CGI are also required.
The hardware specifications for the Insert selection module developed are; an
Intel-based, Pentium III processor. Gateway E-4200 computer is selected to host a Web
site. The operating system on this machine is Windows NT server 4.0.

Microsoft’s

Internet Information Server (IIS), which is distributed free with Windows NT server and
is binded to port 80 (default port for HTTP) is the web server which is used to build the
system.
To make the Web site interactive and display dynamic information to those
surfing the Web site based on what they need, CGI is a mechanism that can be used to
realize that [20]. CGI stands for Common Gateway Interface. By using CGI scripts to
access a database, one can provide worldwide, cross platform access to the data via the
Web while the database helps protect the data from corruption and provides efficient
querying. Just like application programs, CGI programs can be written in almost any
programming language. Visual Basic is a programming environment that is frequently
used to implement applications for Windows CGI [21]. One main advantage of using
Visual Basic for writing CGI applications is that it has powerful data-access capabilities.
It can access and retrieve dBase, Microsoft Excel, and Microsoft Access databases
directly and many other database formats by using an ODBC (Open Database
Connectivity) driver. It can even access databases over a network, such as SQL Server.
In this application, Microsoft Visual Basic Version 5.0 is used to create the CGI
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programs and Microsoft Access is used to set up a database for turning insert and cutting
parameters.

3.5

Software specifications

The computer is loaded with Windows NT workstation and is connected to the
University Network. Windows NT provides a robust and reliable base to develop a
computer application and it also is idle as it supports all softwares. Internet Information
Ser\'er (IIS) is installed on the Windows NT and it acts as a platform for hosting the Web
pages and the CGI programs. The Web server is connected to port 80. The CGI bin in the
Webserver is the place where all the cgi scripts are kept. When the client passes the
requests these programs are activated and the results obtained from these programs are
sent back to the client in the desired format.
The CGI programs are developed using Microsoft Visual Basic 5.0. When writing
the Visual Basic programs to develop the CGI script an additional file called CGI4 bas
has to be uploaded as this file contains the programs that will make this program be
available on the Internet. Java applets were used for create an aesthetic sense for the user.
This applet works as a ticker containing the images o f the various inserts. Java Script was
also user to alert user when they have not made a valid selection. These programs act like
a warning system helping the user to make his selection. For the user comments and
suggestion a form is developed and linked to a pearl script that directs the comments and
suggestions to any email id.
The database was developed using Microsoft Access. The Microsoft Jet
(Joint Engine Technology) database engine that comes with Visual Basic (and is shared
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with Microsoft Access) provides the developer with a feature-rich database environment
for creating any type of data access application. SQL is used in the CGI programs to
access the database and retrieve and update information from and into it. Two databases
one for turning and the other for Milling are created.
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CHAPTER 4

INTERNET BASED MANUFACTURING DATABASE SYSTEM

4.1 Introduction
The Internet-based System for Insert and Parameter Selection for Turning and
Milling operations is developed as a CAPP module for the Internet based Network
system [8]. It was developed so that people can access the Manufacturing information,
which is stored in a Research Database via the Internet, and use it for their Machining
operations. This software was developed on a Windows NT operating environment at
University of Nevada, Las Vegas. The Internet based system can be divided into three
categories based on its development: User Interface module. Server side Programs
developed in CGI and the Database module containing the Manufacturing data.
The User Interface, which is the Web page, is developed in HTML. These Web
pages are either static or dynamic. The dynamic Web pages are usually developed as an
output of the CGI programs and help the user in the selection o f the various parameters.
The Web pages contain the various forms and also provide the users with images so as to
give them a visual representation of the parameters they are selecting. These User
Interfaces are a means to transfer the data to the second module, which are the Server
side CGI programs. The output obtained from the CGI programs are also in HTML so
can be seen by user on the browsers.

32
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The CGI programs on the server side are developed using Visual Basic. These
programs help in the conversion of the user input to an SQL format query and retrieve the
required information from the Database. The data obtained from the Database is
embedded into an HTML page and is sent to the User Interface. The server side programs
act as a bridge connecting the outside world and the database.
The Database module contains the data, which is important for the selection of the
inserts and its cutting parameters [22]. The data is stored in the form o f tables and the
CGI programs can access this data by using SQL. The database used is developed using
Microsoft Access.
The general relationship of the user interface, CGI programs and database is
illustrated in Figure 4.1.

SQL
Query

CGI Input
User
Interface

CGI
Programs

HTML

Database

Data

Figure 4 .1 The relationship o f user interface, CGI programs and the database

In the user interface described above, almost all the web pages are forms. HTTP
requires that each form be associated with a CGI program at the sever end. Therefore,
there should be programs at the server end to receive the input from the form and process
it.

As shown in Figure 4.1, CGI programs gather input information from the user
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interface, perform the SQL query by accessing the database, get the results, embed them
in the HTML document and finally send the Web pages back to the remote user.

4.2

The Structure of ISIPS

4.2.1

User Interface and CGI programs

Internet-based System for Insert and Parameter Selection for Turning and Milling
operations is basically an input form which when inputted with values runs the CGI
programs which are on the Web server. These user interfaces are provided as forms,
which are embedded in the Web pages.

These user interfaces act as a medium o f

transferring the required inputs to run the CGI programs which in turn provides the
output of the programs on the Web pages. Figure 4.2 is a block diagram showing the
structure of the user interface. All the pages are linked between each other for the easy
navigation from one page to another.
A remote user can access Internet-based System for Insert and Parameter
Selection for Turning and Milling operations using a Web browser such as Netscape or
Internet Explorer. The Web browsers being developed today by various commercial
companies offer new features such as Java, which introduces a new dimension to the
possibilities of using the Web. They provide an user-friendlier multimedia interface than
was previously possible.
The Internet-based System was developed for two types o f machining processes
Turning and Milling. The first page has two buttons, which act as a means to divert the
user to any one of the programs. As the machining terminology and the parameter
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selection for the operations are different, this page is useful in distinctly dividing the
programs.

User Interface

Web
Page 1

Web
Page 2

Web
Page 3

Web
Page 4

Web
Page 5

Selection made by the users in the Web pages are stored in variables
in the cgi programs in the server side and are used to create the other
web pages based on these selections.
Server Interface

Figure 4.2; Structure of the User Interface

4.2.2 Turning
The purpose of the Turning module in the ISIPS is to provide useful information
on the selection of the Insert dimensions and cutting parameters The module should
therefore collect all the user specifications and then query the Turning database based on
these selections. As the selection criteria consists of a lot o f parameters these should be
spread over so that user gets wide range o f choices to select from.
The selection of these parameters depends on the type o f insert selected to do the
turning operation. The important parameters that are required to decide the selection of
the insert type can be divided as follows: type o f workpiece material, its standard
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AISI/SAE code and hardness, type of machining to be done on the work area, clamping
system.
The development of the ISIPS would be divided into four pages before which the
user will be given the options o f the various inserts available for continuing to the next
stage. The first page would be for the selection of the workpiece material which is usually
divided into three types. The second page would show the standard AISI/SAE
specifications available for the material selected in the previous page. The third page
would be for the selection of the type o f machining operations to be performed, giving in
all the technical details. The fourth page would give the options for the selection of the
clamping system. By the end of the fourth page the data required for the selection of the
insert type would be sufficient.
The basic structure of developing these pages and the technique used to connect
these pages to the cgi programs at the server side can be shown in the block diagram
shown in the Figure 4.3. The actual flow of the logic is shown in the direction o f the
arrows. The data selected by the user would be sent as hidden fields from one page to
another. These hidden fields will be later collected by the cgi programs and be used for
developing the SQL queries to be sent to the database.
The cgi program should store all the data that the user has inputed and query the
database to find the inserts which match the user specification requirements. Once the
selection has been obtained this information has to be sent to the user in a well-formatted
way along with the images of the inserts so that the user can make the selections. Along
with the information provided it also should give the recommendation for choosing a
particular type o f insert.
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User Interface
Selection
of
Workpiece
material

Ÿ

Selection of
AISI/SAE
and
Hardness
Standards

Selection
o f Working
area

Selection
of
Clamping
System

■ '■

1------- --

Cgwa.exe
takes the user
input for
Standards and
develops
Working area
selection
page.

Selection
of Insert
Shape

Cecl.exe
takes user
input form
Working
area and
develops
clamping
system.

Cgsh.exe
uses the
inputs
passed from
the cgi’s and
provides the
Insert
selection
pa.ee.

^

.......... -

Cgcutl.exe
combines all
the user
inputs and
queries the
database to
get the final
results.

CGI Programs on server side

Figure 4.3; Structure for the Web pages in the Turning Module

At this stage the data for getting the final results is available. Before sending this
data to the final program the user should be shown all the selections he has made till now.
At this stage if the user feels like changing some of his selections he could go back with a
link provided to do so. Once the user is satisfied with his selection he is ready to run the
testbed. All the data that he has selected will be sent to the program which uses this data
to complete the query and send it the database and get the results If the data selected by
the user does not get any output from the database a page saying “No inserts found” pops
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up. If the data is good enough to get some results then the programs places these results
in a well-formatted way in tables and presents the results to the user to use this
information for his machining process .Along with this a separate page should be linked
which provides the necessary information on the grade that has been obtained

4.2.3 Milling
The purpose o f the Milling module in the ISIPS is to provide useful information
on the selection o f the Insert dimensions and cutting parameters if the operator decides to
perform a milling operation. The module should work in a similar way as the turning
module so initially it has to collect all the user specifications and then query the Milling
database based on these selections. As this process also consists o f a lot o f parameters
this should also be spread over so that user gets wide range o f choices to select from.
The selection o f these parameters depends on two choices. First the intial
selection of these parameters enable the user to select the type o f milling cutter to start
the operation. The next procedure is to select the available inserts, which match the
milling cutter, selected and also the cutting conditions selected. The important parameters
that are required to decide the selection of the milling cutter and insert type are almost
similar to the turning module and so can be divided as follows; type of milling operation
to be performed, type of workpiece material, tool grade depending on the material
machining and hardness, type o f machining to be done on the work area.
The development of the milling module of ISIPS would be divided into four
pages before which the user will be given the options of the various milling cutters
available for continuing to the next stage for the selection of the insert types. The first
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page would be for the selection of the type of milling operation to be performed. The user
can select from the three milling operations. Face milling. End Milling, Side and face
Milling. The second page would show the available workpiece material type which is
divided into three standard types. The third page would be for the selection of the tool
grade which would be obtained from the database based on the previous two selections.
To enable the user with some help to make the selection, pop up help windows are
available for each o f the choices listed. The fourth page would provide the different type
o f machining operations to be performed. By the end of the fourth page the data required
for the selection o f the milling cutter would be sufficient.
The basic structure of developing these pages and the technique used to connect
these pages to the cgi programs at the server side can be shown in the block diagram
shown in the Figure 4.4. The actual flow of the logic is shown in the direction o f the
arrows. The data selected by the user would be sent as hidden fields from one page to
another. These hidden fields will be later collected by the cgi programs and be used for
developing the SQL queries to be sent to the database.
The cgi program should store all the data that the user has inputted and query the
database to find the specific milling cutter, which would match the user specification
requirements. Once the selection has been obtained this information has to be sent to the
user in a well-formatted way along with the images o f the cutters so that the user can
make the selections. Along with the information provided it also should give the
specifications o f the cutters in a form o f pop up help windows.
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User Interface
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CGI Proarams on server side

Figure 4.4: Structure for the Web pages in the Milling Module

At this stage the data for getting the various inserts is available. This data is sent
andthe output of the database on the inserts, which match the

cutter, selected and the

selections made are shown along with the images of the inserts.
After the selection o f the inserts is made the final results can be obtained.
Before sending this data to the final program the user should be shown all the selections
he has made till now. At this stage if the user feels like changing some o f his selections
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he could go back with a link provided to do so. Once the user is satisfied with his
selection he is ready to run the testbed. All the data that he has selected will be sent to the
program which uses this data to complete the quer>' and send it the database and get the
results. If the data selected by the user does not get any output from the database a page
saying “No inserts found” pops up. If the data is good enough to get some results then the
programs places these results in a well-formatted way in tables and presents the results to
the user to use this information for his machining process.

4.3 Database
The database o f insert and cutting data information o f turning operation is created
using Microsoft Access. Three key building blocks are needed to build a collection o f
related data. They are data fields, data records, and data tables. The data field contains
the smallest element o f data that one can store in a database, and each field only one data
element. Data records are a collection o f related data fields. Combining data fields and
data records creates data table, the most common element o f a relational database. This
element contains multiple data records, and each data record contains multiple data fields.
A common resource for obtaining public machining data is machining data
handbooks [27, 28]. However, due to the rapid progress in machining tools, some o f the
data from the handbooks are obsolete. To ensure the accuracy and reliability o f the data
used in this database, turning insert and cutting data information from Sandvik Coromant
consists of part o f the database under the permission [Appendix 1]. After determining the
resource of the data, the second step is to organize the data in a manner that allows for
easy maintenance and retrieval o f them. For most database applications, efficient data
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management is accomplished by storing data in multiple tables and establishing
relationships between these tables. In this application, Microsoft Access is used to create
the database.

4.3.1 Turning
As shown in Figure 4.5, four tables have been created and added to the database
permanently.

All the information about insert and cutting data selection has been

categorized into two main tables where the actual data resides. Table “ordercode” is an
insert and cutting data selection table. It has fields o f ID, workpiece material type, insert
shape, clamping code, working area, related insert ANSI code, grade, depth o f cut, feed
rate, starting value o f cutting speed, low range value of cutting speed, and high range
value o f cutting speed. Another insert feature table called “codegeo” contains ID, insert
ANSI code, and its geometry features such as re (nose radius), iC (inscribed circle), la
(cutting edge length), and s (thickness).
There are two other tables: the “inshape” table and “hbfact” table.

Table

“inshape” contains fields of workpiece material, working area, workpiece hardness and
the recommended insert shape. Different insert shapes are selected to machine different
features on a workpiece. In general, with the insert shape varying from type V (35 degree
rhombic insert) to type O (round insert), the strength o f the insert increases. According to
the workpiece material type, hardness and the working area, a general insert shape is
suggested. The “hbfact” table stores factors which are used to modify the specific cutting
speed when the material being machined differs in hardness from its nominal value. If the
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workpiece hardness is different from the nominal value o f its group, the recommended
cutting speed should be multiplied by a factor obtained from that table.

ordercode
ID material shape clamp work-area ANSI-code grade depth feed cutspds cutspdl cutspdh

codegeo

cudspd (temporary)
ID

cutspds

cutspdh

----------------------

ID .■\NSI-code

cutspdl

re

iC

la

s

g ----------- * -

inshape
material work-area hardness insert-shape

hbfact

matenal

hardness

fector

Figure 4.5; Tables in Turning database and their relationship

The snap shot o f the various tables and it fields are shown in Figure 4.6. This
figure shows the distribution o f the data in these tables.
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Figure 4.6: Fields in the turning database tables

4.3.2 Milling
The database of insert and cutting data for Milling operation is created using
Microsoft Access. This database contains information regarding the Mill cutters and also
the information necessary for the selection of the cutting inserts. This database has four
tables under it. “Insertsel” contains the information regarding the selection o f the Insert
based on the type o f cutting operation and the type o f milling cutter chosen. “Machdt”
contains the machining parameters like the Feed, Depth o f cut for the operation and tools
selected. “Milltype” contains the information necessary for the selection o f the Mill cutter
for the specific Milling operation. “Testbed” contains the data which is useful for the
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presentation of the final results. The organization o f the database is as shown in the
Figure 4.7.

1r
miltype

miltype
opertype

\r
milcut

images

1r
miltype

insertsel
1r
milcut image insert

testbed
1r
milcut

r
insert
1

oper

wpmat

insert code

image

iC

s

hs

la

dl

re

machdat

oper

wpmat

grades

hb

fz

Vc

Figure 4.7; Tables in Milling database and their relationships

This machining and insert data is obtained from the Sandvik Coromant data book
under the permission. The tables in the “milling.mdb” can be divided into two categories.
One group contains information that is required for running the testbed and the other
group contains information, which actually forms the testbed. The tables “insertsel” and
“milltype” come under the first category and “Machdt” and “Testbed” come under the
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second. The fields under the “insertsel” table are “miltype”, “milcut”, and “insert”. The
fields under "Milltype” are “miltype”, “opertype”, “images”, and “milcut”.
The testbed consists o f the tables “Machdat” and “Testbed”. The “Machdat”
contains fields “oper”, “wpmat”, “grades”, “hb”, “fz”, and “Vc”. “Testbed” contains
“milcut”, “oper’ , “wpmat”, “insert”, “insertcode”, “iC” (inscribed circle), “s’ (thickness),
“bs”, “la”(cutting edge length), “d l ” and “re”(nose radius).
The snap shot o f the various tables and it fields are shown in Figure 4.6. This
figure shows the distribution o f the data in these tables
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4.4

System architecture

The system architecture of the turning module of the ISIPS is as shown below.

Welcome page
Static Web pages
created using text
editor
Workpiece material t>pe page

ISOP
workpiece code
and hardness

ISOM
workpiece code
and hardness

ISOK
workpiece code
and hardness

Dynamic Web
pages created by
CGI scripts

Selecting working area page

Clamping system page

Insert shape page

Input summary page

Recommendation page

Grade
description

Question and
comments

Link to CFEST
software
t f » g t h p r f ______

Figure 4.9 The ISIPS user interface for turning.
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The static web pages are those developed with html code. The dynamic web pages are
developed by the cgi code on the server side. The milling module o f the ISIPS is shown
as below.

Select type or Milling
Face Milling

Side and Face Milling

Workpiece material t>pe page

ISOP
workpiece code
and hardness

ISOM
workpiece code
and hardness

ISO K
workpiece code
and hardness

Selecting working operation page

Select Milling Cutter page

Select Cutting Insert page

Input Summary page

Recommendations page with Geometric
and cutting parameters

Figure 4.10 The ISIPS user interface for Milling
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CHAPTER 5

WORKING OF THE SYSTEM
5.1 Introduction
This chapter takes you around along with the ISIPS modules by taking an
example each while working with it. This ISIPS system was developed on two Pentium
III gateway machines. The computers were named Webcutting and Cybercutting. The
machine Cybercutting has the turning and the milling database on it. Both the machines
were loaded with Windows NT server. The web address to access ISIPS is
http://w'ebcutting.nscee.edu.
When you enter this address in any favorite web browser it lets you access the
first page o f the ISIPS system. This page as shown in Figure 5.1, gives you a brief idea o f
what this system is about. This page is the entrance into the software system. The passage
to the milling or turning module is bifurcated from here. The user is provided with two
options allowing him to choose one of the two modules available Turning or Milling. Fig
shows the first page o f the system.
The entire html and the cgi programs are on the machine named webcutting. The
concept of distributive databases is also demonstrated in this application [29]. The cgi
programs on the webcutting machine are also provided with the capability o f accessing
the databases on the cybercutting machine over the Internet. Thus with the help o f this
concept it can be demonstrated that databases across the world can be linked to programs

49
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on servers and thus provide the user with sufficient data which he can use it for research
purposes. The selection of one o f the options takes the user to the turning or milling
modules.
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Figure 5 .1; Index page of the ISIPS module

5.2 Turning
After the selection of the turning option in the first page, the user is taken into the
turning module [24]. The first page that comes when you enter the module is for the
selection of the Workpiece material. This page provides the three standards that are
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provided by the ISO standards The materials are divided into three categories, P, M, K.
The description o f each o f the categories is given in this page for the assistance of the
user with the selection. Figure 5.2 shows the view of this page.
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Figure 5.2: Workpiece Material selection page in Turning module

Each o f the standard has a button which will enable the user to make a selection
[25] Let us make the first selection in the turning module. Let us select the ISO M type
of workpiece material. These buttons are linked to separate pages. The selection o f ISO
M takes us to the second page in the turning module the standards page.
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The standards page has all the AISI/SAE standards available for the material ISO
M, it also has the list for the hardness o f the materials. The standards are available for
selection by the radio buttons. The default option selected is the 304 and hardness o f 180.
Figure 5.3 shows the default page obtained when the page is generated when we made the
selection o f ISO M in the first page.
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Figure 5.3; AISI/SAE selection page in Turning

Let us select the option of 303 and the hardness o f 200. If the user is not satisfied
with the selection he has made previously, he could go back with the “Go back and Start
Over \ This link is provided on all pages to help the user go back to the startup position if
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he had made a mistake. Once the selections are made click the “Send it” button, which
will store the variables, selected in the form of hidden fields and transfers them to the
next page “Select Working area”.
The “Select Working Area” page provides the user with the various choices
available for him so that he could choose which area he wants to work on. The default
selection is extreme finishing. This page also contains some technical details as the
approximate feed and depth o f cut rates. The Figure 5 .4 shows the default page obtained.
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Let us make a selection o f working on a Finishing area. After making the
selection we move on to the next stage by pressing the “Next Step” button. This field
selected by the user is again sent as a hidden field to the next page “Clamping Selection”.
All the selections made by the user so far will be sent to a cgi program cgcl.exe. This
program uses these data and develops the “Clamping selection” page.
The cgcl.exe file receives all these parameters and passes them again in hidden
form to the new Web page it creates (Figure 5.5). This new page provides information
about clamping system. If the input value o f the working area belongs to A-C (extreme
finishing to medium machining), the program will set T-MAX U type o f clamping system
as the default value, which is pre-checked in Figure 5.5. Or T-MAX P/T-MAX M will be
recommended.

But the user still can select the alternative one to meet the actual

requirement.
The page also contains the information about the clamping systems shown. Let us
go with the recommended values for the clamping system T-Max U, screw. After the
selection is made the “Next Step” button transfers this data as hidden field to the cgch.exe
program.
This program uses the data selected by the user so far i.e. material type, hardness,
working area, clamping system and assigns them to variables in its program.

This

program then uses these variables to complete the query which is used query the table
“inshape” in the turning database [26]. The SQL query that is formed looks like this
Select

insertshape

from

inshape

where

material

=”x”,

workarea=”y”,

hardness=”z”. The x, y, z values are the values selected by the user for the material,
workarea and hardness in the previous pages respectively.
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Figure 5.5 Clamping Slection page
After sending this query to the database the program gets the output from the
database. This output contains the required data, which matches the criteria selected so
far. This data is collected and put it in preformatted way and is sent to the user. The page
obtained looks like in Figure 5.6.
It provides the various inserts shapes available along with the figures o f the
shapes. A recommended insert shape is also provided along with the available inserts.
This recommended insert shape is the default value. Let us select the “V-35 degree
rhombic insert” . After the selection is made this value is sent as a hidden field into the
next cgi program “cgin.exe” .
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Figure 5.6 ; Insert Selection page for Turning
This program collects the data sent from the previous program and assigns it to a
new variable. The main purpose o f this program is to show the data selected by the user
so far before it sends this data to the final turning testbed. The selections that we have
made so far can be seen in the page (Figure 5.7) obtained here.
This is the data that would be sent to run the testbed and the final results. At this
stage if the user thinks he wants to change the input values he could back using the link
provided at the bottom of the page. When we click the button “Run Testbed” it invokes
the program “cgcutl.exe”.
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The “cgcutl.exe” program takes in all the user selection and queries the database.
The main tables which the “cgcutl.exe” deals with are “ordercode”, “codegeo”. These
two tables form the main Testbed for the turning database. Apart from that the
"cgcut 1 exe” also creates a temporary table “cutspd” where it stores some intermediate
data. This program consists o f three queries, which are required to get the final page.
The first query is used to get the inserts geometric dimensions. The first part of
the program joins the tables “codegeo” and “ordercode” based on “ANSI CODE” the
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field which is present in both tables. Then it uses the data “material”, “Insert shape”,
"clamp”, “area”, “hardness” and forms the following SQL query:
SELECT DISTINCTROW ordercode.[ANSI-Code], codegeo.[re (inch)], codegeo [iC
(inch)], codegeo.[la (inch)], codegeo. [s (inch)] FROM codegeo INNER JOIN ordercode
ON

codegeo.[ANSI-Code]

= ordercode.[ANSI-Code]

where

MaterialType

= x

InsertShape = “y” ClampCode =”z” WorkArea =”t” order by ordercode.ID
The values o f x, y, z and t are the vakues o f the Material, Insertshape, Clamp and
Workarea selected by the user.
The data obtained by this query is posted on the top of the Webpage along with
the figure of the insert as shown in the Figure 5 .8.
The next part o f the program queries the “hbfact” table in the database and gets
the factor and stores it in a variable. This factor is will be used later for getting the actual
machining parameters.
The next query creates a temporary table called “cutspd” by putting in the values
obtained by quering the table “ordercode”. This table contains the fields “ID”, “cutspds”,
“cutspdh”, “cutspdl” . The next step uses the factor obtained from “hbfact” and modifies
the values in the “cutspds”, “cutspdh” and “cutspdl” fields in the “cutspd” table. The final
quen,'joins “Ordercode” and “cutspd” with the “Ansi code” and obtains the values o f the
code, grade, depth o f cut, feed/rev and cutting speed.
The data obtained is presented as the machining data in the final page as shown in
the Fig. The final page also gives a link, which gives more details o f Grade displayed.
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Recommendations
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Figure 5.8; Final data from the Turning TestBed

5.3 Milling
.A.fter the selection of the milling option in the first page, the user is taken into the
milling module. The first page that comes when you enter the module is for the selection
o f the type o f milling operation to be performed. This page provides the three types of
operations from which the user can select one. They are Face Milling, End Milling and
Side and Face milling. The description of each of the operation is given at the bottom of
the page. Figure 5 .9 shows the view of this page.
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Figure 5 9: Selection for a Milling operation page

Let us make a selection by choosing the End Milling operation and clicking the
“Select Button”. This passes the data into the first cgi program in the milling module
"mat.exe”.
The next page generated by the “mat.exe” cgi is the page for the selection o f the
workpiece material. This page provides the three standards that are provided by the ISO
standards The materials are divided into three categories, P, M, K. The description o f
each of the categories is given in this page for the assistance of the user with the
selection. Figure 5 .10 shows the view o f this page.
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Figure 5.10: Workpiece selection page for a Milling module

Let us select the ISO M type o f workpiece material. On making this selection and
pressing the “Select” button the data selected will be sent as hidden field to the next cgi
program “grade.exe”. The “grade.exe” program will use the data sent so far like the
milling operation, workpiece material to provide with the standard tool grades to run this
operation along with the hardness.
The Figure 5.11 shows how the “Select tool grade” page looks like. As the tool
grades are of ANSI standards, to help the user get accustomed to what they represent.
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javascript has been used to provide instant help Ever tool grade shown is linked with the
“cgrade.html” file, which works like a instant help for the user to refer.
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Figure 5. II : Tool grade Selection page in Milling Module

Let us select GC4040 and a hardness o f 200. Once the data has been selected the
“select” button transfers these data to the next cgi program “warea.exe”.
This cgi program provides the various operations the user can perform using the
type of milling operation he selected and the type o f tool grade and workpiece material
selected. The various machining operations are defined at the bottom o f the page so as to
help the user make his selection. The page looks as in the Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12: Working Operation selction page in Milling module

The default selection in this page is roughing operation. Let us select the Semi
Finishing operation for our process. The selection is passed along with the other data
selected so far to the next cgi program “milty.exe”.
This is the first cgi program in the milling module to access the milling database
to provide the user with the various milling cutters available to complete the selected
operation.
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The data selected so far is used in developing a SQL query to access the
"milltype” table in the milling database. The basic purpose of this query is to get the
information on the available milling cutters that can support this operation.
The SQL query formed will o f the following sort;
SELECT DISTINCTROW milltype.milcut,milltype images From milltype WHERE
milltype.miltype= " x" AND milltype.opertype= "y"
Where x and "y” are the values of the type of milling operation and working area to be
performed respectively. Once the query has been executed the program gets the available
milling cutters along with the images. This information is arranged in a formatted way
and presented to the user for the selection. The page looks like in Figure 5.13.
The page also has a JavaScript program running, which provides with the pop up help
about each of the milling cutter shown. As this page is developed from the results
obtained from the database and there are no recommended values, none o f the radio
buttons are selected. If the user my mistake does not select an option and clicks the
"select” button the JavaScript will pop up an alert asking him to make a selection. Let us
select the milling cutter “RA200” and proceed forward.
This data is sent to the “insert.exe” program, which is used for identifying the
insert for this “RA200” milling cutter selected. The SQL query used to queiy the
"insertsel” table in the milling database looks as below;
SELECT DISTINCTROW insertsel.insert, insertsel.image From insertsel WHERE
insertsel.milcut= " x" AND insertsel.miltype= "y"
where x” and "y” are the milling cutter and milling operation respectively.
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Once the data o f the different inserts available and the name o f the inserts is
retrieved, this data is processed and sent as shown in Figure 5.14. In this page also the
JavaScript is running which alerts the user to make a selection if he hasn’t made one
before going to the next page. Let us select the “Geometry M” type insert for our
“R.A200” mill cutter.
The selections made so far are enough to run the milling testbed and get the
required results. Before sending the data to the testbed these are presented to the user to
show the selections he has made.
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When the “Next Step” button is clicked on the insert selection page it passes the
data selected to the “mcgin.exe” programs which collects all the data and displays the
user with all the selections he has made so far. If the user is not satisfied with his
selection he can use the link provided at the bottom to go back to the beginning o f the
program and restart his selection process. The input summary page looks as shown in the
Figure 5.15.
Once satisfied with the selections the user has made he can click the “Run
Testbed” button to send these data to the testbed and get the required results.
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When the “Run Testbed” button is clicked the “test.exe” program is run and the
final data from the milling databases test bed is obtained. The testbed consists of the two
tables “testbed” and “machdt” in the milling database. The user specifications inputted so
far are used for querying the “testbed” table to get the geometrical data of the insert
selected. The SQL statement for the “testbed” table is as shown below;
SELECT DISTINCTROW testbed, insert code, testbed [iC (inch)], testbed.[s (inch)],
testbed.[bs (inch)], testbed.[la (inch)], testbed.[dl (inch)], testbed.[re (inch)]
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testbed where testbed.milcut= "x" AND testbed.oper= "y"AND testbed.wpmat="z" AND
testbed. insert="t"
where “x”, “y”,

and “t” are the mill cutter, milling operation, workpiece material and

insert type respectively. The geometrical data along with the figure of the insert is
obtained from this query and are kept on the top o f the final results page as shown in the
Figure 5.16.
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Figure 5.16; Final results from the Milling Testbed

The second query is used to query the “machdt” table in the milling database.
This query gets the machining parameters from the database. The SQL statement for the
“machdt” table is as shown below;
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SELECT DISTINCTROW machdt.[fe (inch/tooth)], machdt.[Vc (ft/min)] FROM machdt
where machdt.oper= "x" .AND machdt.wpmat= "y" AND machdt.grades="z" AND
machdt.hb="t"
where “x”, “y", “z” and “t” are milling operation, workpiece material, tool grade and
hardness respectively selected by the user. The data obtained by the query is presented to
the user in the form o f well-formatted tables as shown in the Figure 5 .16. The page also
contains a link for the comments and suggestion page where the user is welcomed to
provide any comments and suggestion, which would prove helpful for the future
development of the ISIPS system.
This shows the step-by-step procedure to explain the working o f both the modules
i.e. Turning and Milling in the ISIPS software developed.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

Technology integration and collaborative research are the two important goals
that the ISPIS is trying to implement. The basic aim was to setup an environment that
promotes these principles in order to help researchers easily share their research work and
the industry, in general, use the results o f such research. The growth and popularity o f the
Internet and World Wide Web made it a viable medium for this environment. The main
goal of this thesis was to lay the foundation for this environment and develop a basic
infrastructure on which the technology integration work can proceed smoothly.
The development o f the ISIPS system has created a new architecture for Internet
based Manufacturing system. This project was able to implement the two functional
modules for linking up with the proposed idea of Internet based Network System [30].
These research modules supply the reliable and accurate information in the shortest
possible time with great efficiency when compared to getting the results manually. This
has thus eliminated the chance o f redundancy, which may come up if it was done
manually.
The development of the ISIPS system is based on the research done on the various
available selection criteria involved while starting of a machining process. The Internet
Based manufacturing system is the first o f its kind in the Internet world. This project was
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developed taking the latest hardware and software specifications, which can transfer the
required information to the end user in an efficient way. This enabled interacting with the
latest technology which are available to create and implement web servers and the
hardware specifications which optimize its running. The research databases were
developed from the vast amount of manufacturing data available The development of the
databases led to the research of implementing these as distributive databases, which
would enable the later development of this system to be flexible. The development o f this
project and the successful implementation has opened new horizons in linking the
Manufacturing processes to the cyber world and the invention of architecture for Internet
based Manufacturing system.
The success o f this project shows that computer programs can replace the
monotonous work that was usually done in the manufacturing operations with sequential
and reliable procedures. It has also introduced to the newer Internet technology, which
has enabled this project to pass valuable research information to the entire world, which
could be used by either the manufacturing operators in their daily job or by researchers to
implement this data for their future work. In summary the project has achieved in
bridging the gap between the research data and the common users by implementing the
ISIPS on the backbone o f the Internet.

6.1

Advantages of using the system

The basic advantage for using the ISIPS system is it gives the manufacturer the
flexibility to continue with the manufacturing operations with the most reliable data for
the machining processes. The ISIPS system basically relies on its vast database, which is
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updated every time with the latest modifications coming in the manufacturing industries.
Since all the programs are connected to the database the information that is presented to
the user is accurate. So the manufacturer can compare the data for several manufacturing
processes and decide which operation would be optimum for him. The second important
advantage o f the system is it is developed based on the Internet or the basic architecture
lies on the Internet, so it is available freely and can be accessed from anywhere and by
anyone. This is advantageous to small manufacturing units, which cannot spend lot of
money on expertise in the area o f the selection of the correct processes for there
manufacturing and for obtaining the software for the same purpose.
ISIPS has a lot o f potential uses and advantages. Comparing it with CoroGuide
software system developed by Sandvik Coromant and other softwares present in the
market, these are the advantages ;
1

ISIPS has a more user-ffiendlier interface than CoroGuide.

Every input page is

associated with several graphics or general guidance explaining the meaning o f all
input parameters for user's consideration.
2

CoroGuide is much like an electronic catalogue. A user is always required to provide
complete information such as workpiece material, workpiece hardness, insert shape,
clamping system, and working area respectively. There is no suggestion that the user
can design an optimal turning or milling system by selecting a more suitable insert
shape and clamping system according to the specific workpiece condition.

ISIPS

provides the recommendations in insert shape and clamping system selection when
the user defines the workpiece material, hardness, and working area. It also provides
other choices so that the user can use to meet the actual requirement.
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3. ISIPS is run in a client/server relationship.

A remote user can easily input the

workpiece information through the Web interface, run ISIPS on the server end, and
download the results. CoroGuide is a stand-alone software package so every machine
shop needs to purchase one. It cannot be accessed through the Internet, let alone links
to other software testbeds available on the Internet.
4

ISIPS exists on the server only and is accessible to the world from there, it makes
maintenance o f software easy by eliminating the need to port the program to different
platforms and distribute newer versions like what CoroGuide does.

5. The direct and timely feedback from the remote users on the Internet is very helpful
for the developers of ISIPS to direct the research towards producing a more valuable
tool

It makes the industrial users a partner in the software development process and

promotes the use o f such technologies in practice.
6

The ISIPS can be used for getting all the technical information for several
manufacturing processes at one place. So if a product involves several manufacturing
processes like turning, milling, boring etc. all the technical details can be obtained at
a stretch. This reduces a lot o f time and confusion if the data book was to be referred
for the same purpose.

7

The ISIPS unlike other software’s present in the market provides images and online
help of the various inserts and cutters the user can select.

6.2 Summary
The core concepts and technologies used in the development of the ISIPS are as
follows.
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•

Using the World Wide Web as a front end to the research models Software
Testbed concept came into existence. The main advantages o f this approach are
wide availability, easy updates and timely feedback to researchers. This approach
also prevents the portability problems that arise if code is shared without
compromising on the availability of the software.

•

Using the Internet as a medium for information exchange between research
programs. This is the concept behind the idea o f Distributed Software Testbeds
This will allow programs and databases developed by different universities to be
connected on an information superhighway, which can be shared, by individuals
and companies.

•

A generalized model was developed to provide a user interface to the programs
and the software testbed. The model involved two aspects-the development o f the
user interfaces and the development of the software testbed for the turning and
milling operations.

•

The model developed has been used and tested for various results.

6 .3 Scope of development
The present ISIPS is loaded with the turning and milling modules. Later on separate
modules for various other machining operations like drilling, boring etc. can be
developed. Since the ISIPS is using the client-server technologies inter university
cooperation in the development of these modules can be attained. Since the concept o f
distributive databases is used in this system, the development of the databases for the
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other modules can done at a separate place and the server can be equipped with programs
to access the database and provide the required information.
Once the ISIPS is being used regularly it can be used for developing computer
integrated manufacturing systems. After the complete development o f the ISIPS it can be
used as a separate module that can be attached to Internet based Network system, which
was discussed earlier. This development would open up a new arena for Internet based
manufacturing processes. It can be used as a research database on the Internet for the
future development o f such systems.
With latest Web technologies coming up day by day, the ISIPS can be equipped with
these technologies to provide the end user with greater flexibilities to use the software.
The latest software’s like Java, packages o f Java like Java Servlets, Java beans can be
used to enhance the server side capabilities [16] o f the ISIPS. The client side can also be
made more interactive with software’s like Active Server Pages (ASP) [31] and Java
Servlet Pages (JSP) technologies. Once these technologies are used for the enhancement
o f both the client and server sides of the ISIPS it would make the accessing o f the
manufacturing testbeds more user friendly and providing a lot more flexibility.

6.4 Recommendations
1. The present ISIPS consists of only two manufacturing modules, turning and milling.
More modules for drilling, boring etc can be developed and attached to the present
ISIPS.
2. The development o f ISIPS must be using the more operating system independent
languages like Java, which provides the capabilities to be used on any type o f
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browsers and operating system. By using these technologies almost everyone can
access this system and there is no constraint on the type o f hardware requirement the
user should have.
3. Much more user friendlier atmosphere must be provided on the client side thus
enabling the user to experiment with some new choices.
4. The next stage development o f modules which actually will be using this database
over the Internet have to be developed and hence use this Internet based
Manufacturing Database to the fullest extent and thus test it in all fields.
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